
SOS | FAQs 

 

1. Why is SOS being deactivated? 

2. When will SOS be deactivated? 

3. How will Arthrex support me with patient data collection alternatives? 

4. Who should I contact if I have questions regarding SOS? 

5. Who will notify my patients? 

6. How can I export my data? 

7. What will happen to my data after the deactivation? 

8. Is SOS enrolling new users? 

9. Will I still be charged to use SOS? 

10. When can I terminate my SOS agreement? I do not wish to use it until August 1, 2023. 

 

1. Why is SOS being deactivated?  
As the market, our customers' needs and associated clinical research standards evolve, we are 

focusing our efforts on solutions that will satisfy the enhancing requirements to support our 

advanced technologies and techniques. Arthrex has determined to deactivate the SOS platform by 

August 1, 2023 to optimize future clinical research efforts and currently will not provide a successor 

product to SOS.   

 

2. When will SOS be deactivated? 
SOS will be deactivated on August 1, 2023 at 12:00 PM Eastern Time. Arthrex is committed to 

supporting our customers and valued stakeholders with questions and data export, as needed. 

Additional reminder communications will be sent prior to the deactivation date. 

 

3. How will Arthrex support me with patient data collection alternatives? 
Arthrex remains dedicated to research collaborations via our Arthrex Study Portal and welcomes 

Investigator-Initiated Research Requests. A variety of data collection tools are available for 

https://research.arthrex.com/


different purposes, including internal EHRs (i.e. EPIC). Arthrex is currently compiling a list for your 

reference. As mentioned, Arthrex will not provide a successor product to SOS. 

 

4. Who should I contact if I have questions regarding SOS? 
Please direct your questions or concerns to SOS@arthrex.com. European customers may contact 

SOS@arthrex.de for local support. 

 

5. Who will notify my patients? 
Arthrex does not intend to notify SOS enrolled patients about the deactivation of the platform to 

allow for personalized communications to be distributed by each SOS subscriber individually. If 

you do not terminate your agreement, patients will continue to receive the SOS questionnaires 

until August 1, 2023.  

 

6. How can I export my SOS data? 
The video “How to Perform an Analysis and Export Data” is available in the Document Library in 

your SOS account. An export guide has also been created and can be found attached to this 

communication. 

 

7. Will I still have access to my SOS data after the deactivation? 
Your SOS data will no longer be accessible after August 1, 2023. 

 

8. Is SOS enrolling new users? 
No, SOS is not accepting new subscribers. This will be communicated to all prospective customers 

as soon as our current users are officially notified of the future of SOS. 
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9. Will I still be charged to use SOS?
If you are currently paying for your SOS subscription, credit cards will be charged on the first day 

of every month until SOS is deactivated on August 1, 2023. Please note that your contract may 

be terminated at any point upon your request. 

      10. When can I terminate my SOS agreement? I do not wish to use it until August 1, 2023. 
Your Surgical Outcomes System Participation agreement may be terminated at any time by 

providing a notice via electronic mail to SOS@arthrex.com or SOS@arthrex.de to request your 

SOS subscription cancellation and agreement termination.  If you do not terminate the 

agreement by July 1, 2023 you will receive a written termination letter. 
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